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MICHAEL WORTON
To SPEAK ofintertextuality is, must be possible. However, it is also to enter a
minefield ofwarring definitions, for, since Kristeva intraduced the term in her
work on Bakhtine, critics and theorists have elaborated raditally different
interpretations of the term and, more importantly, of the concept. I do not
intend to offer a historical analysis ofthe career ofthe notion, I but to draw both
on French theories and on American misreadings of them in an attempt to
explorefurther theusefulness for the readerofan awareness ofthe operability of
intertextuality.
When Kristeva introduced the term, it was in the context ofa general theory
oftextual productivity, and her idea ofthe text as a signifying practice and as a
'dispositif intertextuel' serves essentially to challenge the principle of the
writing subjecT as unified and/or founding; hence her affirmation that
intertextuality supplants intersubjectivity. 2. However, Kristeva herself recog-
nizes later that the term may all too easily be used to designate (may be
appropriated by) source criticism, and so she states a preference for the term
'transposition'.3 The nature of Kristeva's theoretical project and perspectives
makes inevitable her eschewal of the term, but it is precisely this refusal after
1974 to use the term that has opened up the critical field and permitted
reinterpretations ofthe relationships between texts.
While very different, the theoretical and interpretative practices of Bloom
and Riffaterreseem tomecrealive alternatives to Kristeva's theoretical position.
Bothinsist-inhighlyidiosyncratic ways- uponthe hermeneutic importance
of locating and describing an act of origination. Bloom's theory is essentially
genetic but, while he seeks to locate the individual precursor-text ofwhich the
later text is a strong and agonistic rewriting, his theory is radically opposed to
Frenchtheories in thatitis a theory ofpersonalinfluence- he sees 'intra-poetic
relationships as parallels of family romance'. 4 Riffaterre has most explicitly
defined his project as the exploration ofintertextuaJity, and when he elaborates
his own theory, it is in order to develop a semiotics of poetry that focuses on
readingandon [he readability oftexts and that attemptsto describe how readers
interpret poems. Riffaterre's intertextual readings of individual poems are
brilliantanalyses, but they often depend uponerudition, on avast knowledge of
the literary canon. COl1sequently, his reading practice may be seen as somewhat
elitist- and hehimselffrequendy seems to be engaged in a Bloomian agonistic
struggle with previous readers.
Located in the (antithetical) space between these different theories, each of
which has greatly influenced my thinking and to which I owe important debts,
the project of this paper is to examine the textual function of interrextual
presupposition or, more precisely, to question how such presuppositiol1 exists
functionally within texts.
Itis axiomatic that all writers rewrite the work(s) oftheir predecessors. This
rewriting is in many ways-a-g~erousexpression of gratitude, but it is also aINTERTEXTUALITY 15
function of(conscious and, more often, unconscious) aggression as the writer
battles to demarcate and affirm his/her own creative space. Given the
constraints of space, I cannot here elaborate a complete theory ofintertextual
referentiality (which would need to take into account such imertextual
phenomena as quotation, plagiarism, etc.), and so I propose to focus on veiled,
encoded rewritings of(reminiscences of) segments ofanterior texts, taking my
examples from the work of Michel Tournier whose novelistic and critical
project is self-consciously grounded in an (ambiguolls) fascination with
intertextuality. Tournier is interesting, since he both writes imertextually,
quoting from and referring to other texts) and offers (partial) readings of his
texts- indeed, his critical essays are particularly appropriate for my purposes)
for they have a value as a form ofautobiography and also as paradigms ofcertain
processes ofreading.
Toumier's fascination with intertexruality is actualized in his first published
novel Vendredi Oll les Limbes du Pacifique which is a strategic and radical
rewriting of Defoe's Robinson Crusoe. As the novelist himself recognizes, his
years ofstudy at the.Musee de FHomme determined the nature ofhis reading of
Defoe,5 and he even refers to Levi-Strauss as 'man ancien maftre' and,
metaphorically, as a father. 6 The essay on Vendredi in Le Venz paraclet reveals
that he misread Defoe's text in order to write a prospective novel which would
correctthe retrospective philosophyand politics whichinformRobinson Crusoe.
However, the desire to rewrite Defoe's novel should not be interpreted
('analysed') as wholly aggressive, in that there is nodrive to destroy, to abolish,
the object of rewriting. Rather, Vendredi functions within an economy of
dependence (and of contestation) on (and with) Robinson Crusoe which must
exist - and exist as read - if Vendredi is to generate in the reader creative
speculation. Vendredi certainly subverts the historicity ofRobinson Crusoe, but)
while it is parasitic on the precursor-text, it entertains with it a dialogic
relationship-it responds to, and distorts, Robinson Crusoe in order to suscitate
areinterpretationofcultural historyand to presentetiology as intertexrualplay.
When reading Vendredi, one is presented with an obligatory intertext
(although thereare many references toather- segmental-intertexts, notably
the Bible). My intention here is, though, to explore the signifying and
programmatic force ofdiscrete (and sometimes obscured) references, and so I
have elected to considera particular episodefrom Le Roi des Aulnes. Convinced
that no critical practice to date can measure the full operative role ofinfluence)
Toumier nonetheless reveals in Le Venl Paraclel (some of) the intertexrual
references which structure his novels and their reading. Toumier's own
analyses ofhis novels arc, however) not only descriptive, but also directive and
even prescriptive;his commentsmay help the reader to decode his novels - but
only in the way he desires. We therefore find the presentation (by a writer) ofa
conscious awareness of the workings ofinterrextuality - but the revealing of
certain(chosen) inrertexrualreferences serves (vainly ...) to deny to thereader
otherpossible references orevocatjons. A valuable documentandan important)
even an essential) Tournier text, Le Vent paraclet is to acertain extenta work of
critical terrorism which seeks to protect) to defend the writer from the (free)
incursions ofthe reader into the interpretative space proposed by the novel.16 M. WORTON
In Le Vent paraclet, Tournier reveals and articulates a Bloomian anxiety of
influence: while recognizing that scriptural reminiscence is a form of furtive
hommage, the protectively self-reading novelist affirms that a writer's admira-
tion for a previous workofartis oftenaccompanied by a senseoffrustration, by
a desperate illusion that the late-come writer himselflherself should have
written it (see LVP, pp. 5I-52). Such is the force ofthis illusion that the late-
come writer chooses to rewrite viole1ltly the precursor-text, attempting to
arrogate priority to hisfher own text: 7 this priority cannot, of course, operate
within a historical chronology, but may operate within an interpretative
chronology, preceding and (over-) determining an adequate hermeneuric
reading of the precursor-text. Tournier offers the example of a school~boy
jousting game which, described near the beginning of Le Roi des Aulnes, is
according to him a rewriting ofa similar scene in LeGrandMeaulnes (see LVP,
p. 52).8 In the Alain-Fournier text, the scene is (apparently) episodic and
anecdotal, whereas in the Tournier text it fulfils a thematic, prophetic role,
prefiguringthedominantstructuringthemeof'la phorie' (carrying). Tournier's
interpretative explorationofthe emotional and culturalimportanceofthe actof
carrying is itself grounded in a vast intertextual field ranging from Greek and
Biblical texts through Montaigne's Essais to twentieth-century European
novels, andhis postulationofan intertexrualrelationshipconsequentlyeffectsa
reinterpretation of Le Grand Meaullle5, investing it with a serious analytical
function. Such a re-reading however inevitably de-centres Alain-Fournier's
text and privileges episode over story. Furthermore, one cannot but wonder
whether Tournier's rewriting is an innocent hermeneutic revelation of signifi-
cance or an agonistic attempt to substitute one authority for another. The
signifying practice ofTournier's text transposes and transgresses that ofAlain-
Fournier's and thereby demands a re~evaluation ofthe enunciative position in
both novel'S - and ultimately in Le Vent paradet. Tournier's form of
mtertextual unwrapping poses more problems than it resolves. When a writer
indicates his/her creative manipulation of what Barthes calls the 'souvenir
circulaire' ofreading(s),9 be it in a novel, an autobiographicalor (meta) critical
textora journal, thereaderis confrontedbya blocking mechanism thatrestricts
the free (and freely illtertextual)readingofthe text. Thereader is infact defined
and determined by the self-reading writer, thatis to say) the reader becomes or
is presented strongly, influentially, as a projection of the writing subject.
Tournier dares even to go so far, in Le Vent parader, as to define the readerly
process as a form of self-hagiography, projecting onto the reader his own
narcissistic impulses CLVP, p. 220). Whileit is undeniablethatall reading is, to
a greater or lesser extent, narcissistic, 10Tournier's definition bears witness to a
desire to invent the reader, to create an idealized image of himself, and it
suggests that the writer~text-readerrelationship is a closed circuit. Aggressed
by the writer, the reader is trapped in a k.ind of double bind and, rendered
sterile and impotent by the explicit intertextual directive, remains blocked
(metaphorically) between life and death.
Kristeva has defined reading as aggressive participation, as an active
appropriation ofthe Other, and writing as the productive form ofreading, as a
work-process which tends towards complete participation and aggression. 11INTERTEXTUALITY 17
Kristeva's position here is comparable to that ofBloom, in that both recognize
the aggressive nature of writing - and it is pertinent to recall Lacan's
affirmation that aggression is the correlative ofnarcissistic identification.12The
violence which generates writing is a symptom ofthe urgent desire and need to
establish priority, but the written text rewrites - as it is read - the
problematics oftextual signification and reference.
When Tournieroffers a genetic source for his jousting scene, he may seem to
be validating Riffaterre's assertion that 'la textualite a pour fondement
l'intertextualite'.13 However, it seems to me that this apparent aid to decoding
is precisely a denial ofthe operative function ofintertextuality and even of the
text's power to signify. Thereader, as presentedinLe Vent paradet) is adesiring
projection ofthe novelist himself(who may unconsciously fear to read his own
texts freely), and one might suggest that Tournier manipulates and exploits an
intertextual phenomenon in order to annul or forestall the interpretative and
(re)generative processes of reading. Once again we are faced with the writer's
concern with priority: he wishes to engender, to have engendered, not only the
text butalso the reader - who is thereby denied an operative role.
The ex-posure of Le Grand Meaulnes as source is a (deluded) attempt to
impose thefixity ofhis own text} torefuse connotational signification both toLe
Roi des Aulnes and to Le Grand Meaulnes, and to prevent the reader from
yielding to the disquieting and disruptive signifying operations ofintertextual-
ity which Jennyhas aptly described as 'une machine perturbante'. 14 When one
(re)reads the jousting scene in Le Roi des Aulnes after having read Tournier's
critical remarks, one inevitably remembers (or learns!) Alain-Fournier's text,
but other intertextual references enter functionally into the ludic play which is
the work ofreading - and the remembering ofother utterances in other texts
serves to neutralizepartiallytheimposedreminiscence. Tournier's projectinLe
Vent paraclet, paradigmatic perhaps of the self-protective and authorizing
mechanisms of all writers aware of the liberating function for the reader of
mterrextuality, is to negate the play ofsemiotic forces that, operative in/for the
act of reading, pennit an interpretative movement from denotation to
connotation, that is to say a movement from reductive meaning(s) to semiotic
expansIon.
Tournier's explicit revelation ofa source may help the reader to understand
his intentional and pre-textual agonistic drives) but it also blocks a free
intertextual reading ofthe text, in that the enunciative position ofthe writer is
privileged over the signifying potential of the text, that is to say) the
(pleasurable) excess oftextual signification is denied - and denied to both the
late~come text and the precursor-text.
However) a free (and itselfpotentially agonistic) reading ofTournier's novel
discovers anetwork ofintertexmal resonances that Tournier does not mention,
that he may unconsciously have suppressed. Forinstance, Nesto!, who fulfils a
carrying role analogous to that ofMeaulnes) meditates beforeentering the fray,
affinning: 'Vne cour de recreation (...)c'est un espace clos qui laisse assez de
jeu pour autoriser les jeux. Ce jeu est la page blanche OU les jeux viennent
s'inscrire comme autant de signes qui restent adechiffrer'. This speculation
uponthemeaningfulness(or meaninglessness) ofgame andgames inscribesinto18 M. WORTON
the text a subversion of the notion oflocatable meaning and thereby serves to
challenge the binary imertextual relationship proposed in Le Vent paradet.
What seems to me significant is not only that this segment questions the
locatatibility and fixity of meaning but also that it 'authorizes' ludic play as
constituent ofsignification and posits the closed space ofthe game (of the text)
as a blank page where signs may be inscribed. Every individual intertexlUal
reading of this passage is necessarily aleatory, is a function of past (chance)
readings, in that the text does not depend upon any 'obligatory
intertextuality' .15 However, the self~refiexivitywhich subverts both the linear
narrative and Tournier's commentary none the less calls for an intenextual
speculation because ofthe incompleteness ofNestor's meditation and because of
the equation formulated between games and (blank) pages- ortexts. As Butor
~has suggested, critical activity consists ofconsidering all works as incomplete,
, 'as unfinished,16 and the act ofcompletion that is reading necessarily involves a
productive manipulation ofthe interrext- which itselfhas an operative value.
This intertext cannot be fully described or located, but it undoubtedly has a
signifying function: as Riffaterre has recently affirmed, intertexmality is the
conflict between the text and the imertex(.17 However, when the interrext is
localized as one single text, the conflict is reduced to a binary opposition which
, maycertainly reveal an anxiety ofinfluenceanda drive to establish priority, but
\ which inters or annuls thefull semiotic productivity ofthe text, substituting for
'
the textuality ofthe text a geneticconflictin which each utterance is readonly as
1
1, ,
I( a transformation ofan anterior and locatable utterance. Intertextuality is more
, I, than this, though; it is an intertextual semiotics. 18 In his definition of the
functioning ofinrertextuality, Riffarerre has recourse to Peirce's concept ofthe
interpretant or criterion of relevance. Riffaterre convincingly asserts that in
orderfor intertextuality to function and for thetext to assume its textuality, the
reading from the text to the interrext (and back) must pass by the imerpretant
which (translates the text's surfacesigns and explains what the text suggests'.19
In the textual segment of Le Roi des Aulnes under consideration, the
equivalence explicitlyestablished between game and blank page would seem to
be the interpretant that generates the significance ofthe segment - and ofthe
novel itself. Thegame is posited as having ameaning ormeanings which cannot
immediately (or perhaps ever) be grasped. The notion of the game as sign
certainly challenges the anecdotal status ofthe game inLeGrand Meaulnes, but
more importantly it contributes to the pattern of overdetermining utterances
and events in Le Roi des Aulnes which privilege prophetic relationships over
cause-effect relationships. ThroughoutTournier's novel, there is a meditation
on the problem of interpretability - indeed, on one level, the novel may be
defined as a semioticresponse to Claudet's religious andmetaphysical projectof
seekingan answer to the question 'Qu'est-cequecela veutdire?'. Itis, however,
this obsessive questioning of the meaning of signs that denies the validity of
Tournier's revelation of a (manipulated, manipulable) source in Le Grand
Meaulnes, since the jousting passage and the entire novel Le Roi des Aulnes
interrogate how - and whether- signs signify. I would go so far as to suggest
that the intertextual reference postulated by Tournier does not re-determine
Alain-Fournier's text, but serves rather to underline the blindness to the ,I'INTERTEXTUALITY 19
significance ofsigns that is an essential and semanticallyconstitutiveelement of
Le Grand Meaulnes. Tournier's admission 'of an (apparent/possible ...)
intertextual relationship may thus be seen to deny conflict and consequently
intertextuality> and paradoxically to re-affirm the textuality of Le Grand
.i1IIeaulnes. The act of specifying the/a precursor-text is in itself an act of
blindness in that the novelist has not recognized (or perhaps refuses to
recognize) the signifyingnatureofhis own text: when acting as his own reader)
Tournier presents himselfas the addressee ofhis text, arrogating to himselfnot
only the right butalso the ability to decode his text. Tournier's commentary on
his novel, his self-reading, is a function of protective splitting whereby the
novelist becomes his own interpreter in order to guard against the inopportune
irruption of the reading Other into the (willed) closure of the text. 20 It would
seem, though, that he reads reductively, privileging theme over text and
thereby offering a genetic reading which cannot, which will not, account for
intertextual signifying processes.
Any intertextual reading must focus on textual utterances, not on themes
which} given the nature of the cultural and social continuum, are necessarily
shared by various writers and readers, For this reason, it seems to me that
Tournier's self~proclaimedpre-occupation with the readability of his texts is
misplaced, in that he believes (in Le Vent paradel, at least) that thematic
familiarity and accessibility are sufficient guarantees of the communicative
value and function ofhis texts. Comparing himself to Gide who stated that he
wrote to be read a second time, he affirms: Tecris moi aussi pour etre relu,
mais, moins exigeanr que Gide, je ne demande qu'une seule lecture. Mes livres
doivent etre reconnus - relus - des la premiere lecture' (LVP, p. 184). The
experience of reading Le Roides Aulnes may indeed, on onelevel, be that ofre-
encountering certain mythic and psychic structures, bur one also confronts a
text which 'saysother'. The texmallyexplicit definition ofgames as signs posits
not only games but also all narrative events (ofwhich thegame is paradigmatic)
as signs, that is to say, the textarticulatesandenactsa subversionofthe mimetic
illusion, postulating fictional happenings as markers of texwality. The
inscription into the textual web ofthe fictionality of novelistic discourse, itself
intertextually determined by, for example, Stendhal's use of parenthetic
questioning of the 'reality) of his characters in Le Rouge et le Noir, draws the
hermeneutic reader's attention away from event to text by the fact that it
implicitly accepts the existence ofautonomous semiotic systems or discourses
within which any individual textual practice operates its processes of trans-
formation.
Functioning as the interpretant of the textual segment, the game/page
equivalence demands a speculation on the locatability of meaning, and the
reader, surprised and halted in a heuristic reading by such an equivalence,
focuses on the textual utterance, on individual textual signs, seeking justifica-
tion (or meaning)in intertextualreminiscences ratherthan in intratextuallogic.
Itis not possibletolocate-ortoimpose-theinrertextitselfwhich is vast, but
I would offer as an alternative (and possibly arbitrary) intertextual reference
Mallarme's meditations on the signifying power of white space, which have
been rethought and rewritten by a succession of later writers. 21 In passing, I20
-------------,.---
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would suggestthat TourniersuppressesanymemoryofMallarme'stexts within
Le Roi des Aulnes and Le Vent paradet because, unlike Alain-Fournier,
Mallarmeis, in Bloomianterms, both a strongpoetanda strongfather: whereas
the late-come Tournier can establish an interpretative priority over Alain-
Fournier, this is not possible with Mallarme. However, my main point is that
the text's interrogation of meaningfulness is illocutionary, inscribing the
reader/addressee within an economy ofdialogue. In other words, the text, as it
is articulated,presupposes a responsefrom thereaderwho, by interrogatingthe
text and the intertext, accords textuality to the sequence oftextual signs.
Nestor's speculation, which is explicitly described as addressed to no~one
(and which is therefore addressed to the reader) continues: 'Il faudrait voir ce
qui se passerait si les murs se rapprochaient. Alarsl'ecriture se resserrerait. En
serait-eIle plus lisible?' (LRA, p. 76). Thedevelopment and themaintenance of
the metaphoric equivaLence programme readerly speculation on the structural
function of enigma within the text, since the metaphor is presented - and
perceivedlreceived- as itselfenigmatic, andalso functions as themodel,as the
primary actualization ofthe matrix-structure ofthe novel, i.e. the labyrinthine
questioning ofsemiotic signification. However, what interests me most here is
theexplicitarticulation ofa question- whichpresupposestheability to answer
or not to answer - and this presupposition itself presupposes that the
(unknown) reader, who alone can legitimize the textuality of the text, has
already read, has already encountered analogous interrogative and illocurionary
textual occurrences. Tournier's text as a signifying practice assumes or
presupposes the existence ofother discourses which it appropriates, be it in a
confirmatory or a refutatory mode, and itselfresponds to the juridical force of
anterior texts, to a force which calls up/for later, discrete textual interventions
into the arena oftextual politics.
Kristeva has convincingly asserted that every text is under the jurisdiction
of other discourses which impose upon it a (semantic, signifying,
imertextual ...) universe, and that every text seeks to transform this
universe.22 This seems to me demonstrated by Tournier's text which is
determined as significant more by the existence and the nature of MaHarmean
interrogations oftextuality than by any thematic comparison: his text seeks to
rewrite, does rewrite, Mallarme's evaluation of silence as signification. Each
utteranceinmy chosensegment(and inthe wholeofthe novel)functionswithin
an economyofdialogue, but this economyis double: the reader responds, must
respond to the text, and the text is actively engaged in a conflictual relationship
with presupposed and presupposable texts. The already-read to which a text
may referand on whichitdependsfor its textualitytofunctionmay be preciseor
vague for the reader (Tournier himself speaks of 'le deja-lu-quelque-part'),23
but it is never single.24
In Le Val du vampire, Tournier revises radically his attitude towards the
reader, movingfrom aconceptionto a perceptionand recognizing thealterityof
the reader.25 This change of position has altered his awareness of the
functioning ofliterary texts and consequently has altered his mode ofwriting.
The heightened self-consciousness whichinforms his mostrecentworkshas led
















































encoded, but is encrypred. This movement in Tournier's writing practice has
implications for the reading ofthe later novels, in that the reader is confronted
within these texts by textual expressions of melancholy and by the writing
down/in/out ofthe fantasmatic phenomenonofincorporation.26
It seems to me that an understanding of the specific functioning of any of
Tournier's texts is dependent on a recognition of the fact that the textual
utterances are acts of presupposition and that the text has semantic value only
when a generalized presupposition is perceived to be a dominant structuring
force. The reader is (given' Tournier's text which denies (explicitly and
implicitly) its autonomy and so he/she seeks to reconstruct (some of) the
discourses which operate functionally within the economy of presupposition,
and by this exploratory and interpretative process he/she both accords
textuality to the text and prepares its future signification as (already-read'. The
process of reading is necessarily an intertextual activity, the guarantee of
signification, oftextuality. By readingintertextually, one denies thefixity ofthe
text and thereby resurrects it from the willed closure, from the tomb, of
intention and denotation. Onealso discovers thatthe flotation ofmeaning is not
a purely rntratexrual phenomenon; it is an economic and juridical process
operated by the reader who, in rus/her reading practice, may recognize genetic
determination, but who also perceives - and assumes - the fact that the loss
or, more precisely) the unlocatability, ofreference is what revives the text.
I would therefore suggest that the concept ofintertexruality is vital for any
theory (and for any practice) of reading in that it denies the authoritative
validity of genetic readings which seek to fix the text, like a spiked butterfly
which the entomologist will dissect scientifically. Intertexrual analysis is
possible only ifthe reader accepts that such an analysis must be founded on the
speculative :t.ivity ofambiguity. Thereis no knowing, but there are different I
modes ofunderstallding,ofiesponding,ofreading ...
It is undeniably useful and valuable to know which texts a writer remembers
and which texts he/she forgets - and indeed some of my current work on
Tournier involves and is dependent upon reading his as yet unpublished
notebooks and manuscripts which enable the critic not only to understand the
nature of his writing practice and to locate what Mauron calls his (mythe
personnel',27 but also to encounter- and in a juridicalmode- his concept of
what his/the novel is.
As a reader, it is though, perhaps more important to discover, or, rather, to
speculate upon, what the text remembers and forgets. This readerly practice, a
practice inthatit is acontinuous) active questingafter knowledge, is the essence
of the act of intertextual reading and operates in/with/against economies of
dialogue and of specularity. This practice cannot but recognize that
relationships between texts are presupposed- ifindescribable, unlocatable-
and that the perception of the signifying force of these relationships is
constitutiveofmeaningfulness andultimately oftextuality. Texmalitycertainly I
seems to be definable as the textness of the text, but, like intertexruality, it J Y
seems also to be dependent upon confiictual or reinforcing relationships; and I '.
the text cannot assume its texruality without theintervention ofthe reader, ofa
reader.22 M. WORTON
Tournier's willed act of authorizing is paradigmatic of the work of much
critical activity which, bylocatingand specifying sources, interstextsortextual
segments. How, then, to resurrect text and textuality? FifSt of all, by
recognizing while reading that unconscious forgetting by the reader is often a
function of suppression - even perhaps of repression - and that the
suppressed memories will rerum in the texl tohauntnotthe writerbutthe reader
- as he/she is determined by the text and its various centripetal and centrifugal
strategies. Secondly, by admitting that the acts of remembering generated by
the reading ofany text are, to a great extent, arbitrary and aleatory - but not
therefore necessarily inappropriate.
Itispreciselythecapacity ofatext to call upactsofrememberingin the reader
that makes possible a legitimization ofits signifying capacity, of its interrextual
semiotics, and that guarantees the life ofits texruality - which is a function, a
directfunction, of the responses ofthe reader.
I choose to concludein terms whichmay seem over-dramaticallymetaphoric,
but which may have a certain appropriatenesswhen speaking ofTournier. The
text left by a writer, and especially a text left, given, by a self-reading and self-
interpreting and prescriptive writer, is a dead leuer, a corpse. But this corpse,
this textual corpus, calls for resurrection - just as any letter is an appeal, an
appeal to be sent back rewritten, transformed.
In the Gospel ofStJohn, we find the story ofLazarus who, when resurrected
by Jesus, comes forth from the tomb, bound with grave-clothes and his face
bound about with a napkin (John: I r.44). Jesus says: 'Loose him, and let him
go.' This potent image of resurrection, articulated only in John who is
particularlyimportantfor Tournier'stheological musings and manipulations,28
seems to me a useful, if provocative, image for the role and the work of the
reader engaged in an intertextual, hermeneutic activity. The reader is the
Saviour ofthe text; he/she can resurrect the corpse, but cannot effect the work
ofcomplete unbinding/unwrapping ofthe corpse. LikeChrist, he/she can only
say: 'Loose it, and let itgo.'
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